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A Practical Evaluation of Information Processing and Abstraction
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Frieder Ganz, Daniel Puschmann, Payam Barnaghi, Senior Member, IEEE, and Francois Carrez
The term Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the interaction and communication between billions of devices that produce and
exchange data related to real world objects (i.e. Things). Extracting higher-level information from the raw sensory data captured
by the devices and representing this data as machine-interpretable or human-understandable information has several interesting
applications. Deriving raw data into higher-level information representations demands mechanisms to find, extract and characterise
meaningful abstractions from the raw data. This meaningful abstractions then have to be presented in a human and/or machine-
understandable representation. However, the heterogeneity of the data originated from different sensor devices and application
scenarios such as e-health, environmental monitoring and smart home applications and the dynamic nature of sensor data make it
difficult to apply only one particular information processing technique to the underlying data. A considerable amount of methods
from machine-learning, the semantic web, as well as pattern and data mining have been used to abstract from sensor observations
to information representations. This paper provides a survey of the requirements and solutions and describes challenges in the area
of information abstraction and presents an efficient workflow to extract meaningful information from raw sensor data based on the
current state-of-the-art in this area. The paper also identifies research directions at the edge of information abstraction for sensor
data. To ease the understanding of the abstraction workflow process, we introduce a software toolkit that implements the introduced
techniques and motivates to apply them on various data sets.
Index Terms—Internet of Things, Data Abstraction, machine-learning, Semantic Web, Software Tools
I. INTRODUCTION
THERE is a growing trend towards integrating real worlddata into the Internet. The Internet of Things (IoT) aims
to develop technologies and create infrastructures that enable
integration of billions of sensory devices and real world objects
that provide different capabilities and produce and exchange
data. It is predicted that by the next 5-10 years there will
be around 50 billion Internet connected devices that will
produce 20% of non-video traffic on the Internet [9]. This
leads to a Big Data challenge[2], a term often referred to as
a tremendous volume of highly variable streaming data that
requires sophisticated mechanisms to make it available and
valuable for the end-user.
In the past, extensive research has been conducted in terms of
the technologies close to the sensor hardware such as commu-
nication protocols [3], energy efficiency [28], heterogeneous
sensor device integration [1], and programming languages
[37]. Significant progress has also been made in accessing
and representing the dynamic real-world data on the Internet,
for instance some of the recent developments are reported
in the area of the semantic sensor web [42]. However, the
question, how the sensor data is transferred from its raw
form into higher-abstraction representations and eventually
how it is made accessible and understandable for humans
or interpretable by machines and decision making systems
remains still open [46].
In pervasive computing, especially in smart-* environments
commonly used sensors monitor physical attributes such as
light, temperature, noise, movement and humidity. The data
communicated by sensors consist of time-series values that
are sampled over a defined period and then transmitted to a
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sink/gateway for further processing.
Time-series data is not as easy interpretable as for instance a
document, video or any other data available on the Internet.
Platforms such as Xively1 (former Cosm) or Nimbits 2 allow
publishing and visualisation of streaming data from sensor
devices, however, they lack processing and analytic features;
The data remains in the same raw condition and makes
it difficult to detect interesting information, especially with
regards to the vast amount of sensors that will be connected
to the Internet in the future and lead to consequent challenges
that form the Big Data issue in IoT.
In the research domain of sensor networks there are well
investigated topics such as event and pattern detection, data
mining and context-aware computing [50]. However, most
approaches use raw sensor data for their analysis in a specific
application domain [14, 47, 31, 48, 15] where it can be
assumed which events and particular information is going to be
detected. With the emerging large volumes of heterogeneous
data and their various application scenarios, new domain
independent approaches are needed that can abstract from
the underlying data and enable a human/machine interpretable
representation of the data. Sensor abstraction from raw data
has two major advantages: a) As a replacement of raw sensor
data, abstractions can be used for further processing and
annotation. Abstractions are less granular as raw data and
therefore require less data-space and communication traffic.
b) Abstractions are easier to understand by the end-user or to
be interpreted by automated machine processes. For instance,
instead of transmitting the raw samples [-5 C, -3 C, ..., -2 C,
0 C, -4 C ] it might be more valuable to transmit an abstract
concept such as ”cold”. Furthermore, a higher abstraction level
leads to a greatly reduced communication cost. However, this
1https://xively.com/
2http://www.nimbits.com/
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will come at the cost of losing some part of the information
and also requires context information in which the data has
been obtained [43]. The granularity of information required
depends on the application and/or the requirements of the end-
user.
In this survey paper we focus our attention on approaches
and methods that can be used to abstract from the raw data
to higher-level representations. Several research in the IoT
domain have been carried out to investigate how data can
be made accessible via devices. It is still an open challenge
how the data can be interpreted in a meaningful way and
how actionable information can be extracted from the raw
IoT data. The main objective of this work is to survey
algorithms and techniques that have been used in the data
mining domain and apply them to data analytics tasks in the
IoT. To ease the understanding of the different methods, we
provide a software toolkit, that incorporates some of the most
common techniques in a user friendly manner. In Section 2, we
state more precisely the definition of information abstraction
and motivations behind its application. Section 3 introduces
a workflow with several steps from pre-processing to the
representation of abstractions. For each step, we provide some
possible algorithms and methods that can be applied. Section
4 gives an overview in the state-of-the-art in information
abstraction from a technical and research point-of-view and
discusses the current requirements for information abstraction.
in Section 5 we shortly introduce our toolkit for knowledge
acquisition and information abstraction for sensor data and
exemplify it on two use cases. Section 6 concludes the paper
and gives an outlook for future work.
II. DEFINITION OF INFORMATION ABSTRACTION AND
KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION
This section defines and discusses the terms information ab-
straction from sensor data and its different forms of represen-
tation including different levels of abstraction, its distinction to
other research areas, and discusses motivation and challenges
of creating abstractions from sensor data.
A. What is an Abstraction?
The term abstraction as we use it in this work, is coined in
the area of context-aware computing, describing the transition
from different levels of context incorporation from a sensing
layer to a perception layer and finally to a situation layer [11].
This transitioning process is defined by Chen and Kotz [8] as
deriving higher-level context data from lower-context (i.e. raw)
sensor data by collecting, aggregating and inferring raw data
with additional knowledge from the environment with the goal
to adjust the sensor devices behaviour to the current context.
With the Internet of Things, where data eventually has to be
made available and understandable for the end-user, the focus
of abstraction moves from a device point of view to a more
user-centric position. Sigg et al. [43] define abstraction as the
amount of processing applied to the data with the goal to raise
the level of context abstraction including the error probability
induced by each transition.
In this paper, we define two granularity levels of abstraction
with the aim to represent the knowledge with a user-centric
focus; lower-level abstraction (or data abstraction) and higher-
level abstraction (or semantic abstraction). We define the
process of abstraction as the derivation from raw data to more
valuable and understandable information.
Lower-level abstractions represent atomic and static infor-
mation which can be obtained by gathering data from a
single local sensor stream and by combining the data with
metainformation about the local sensors such as type, range
and capabilities. Atomic in this case, means that this is the
lowest abstraction level after the processing of raw sensor
data. Static in this context means that the abstraction is a single
and independent observation made at a fixed point in time and
does not include information about a sequence of observations.
Mantyjarvi [36] describes this as ”smallest atomic quantity
of context information with semantic meaning”. For instance,
a door sensor can measure two states, either the door is
open or closed (assuming that a door cannot be half-open
and must be either opened or closed). The abstractions open
and closed fully represent the situation and cannot be further
abstracted. Both abstractions do not refer to a sequence of
actions over time. Data information can be obtained through
data processing techniques such as pattern and event detection
that analyse the raw sensor data of a single node and inform
the user/network about the occurrence of the event.
Higher-level abstractions however can be inferred by
observing several sources of lower-level abstractions to get
the global picture about occurring activities and multivariate
events. A certain pattern of open and closed doors during
specific times of the day and other lower-level abstractions
can lead to the higher-level abstractions beginning of work
day and end of work day. Higher-level abstractions can be
obtained by machine-learning techniques such as classification
and clustering of lower-level abstractions over time. Different
approaches such as logical inference with the help of reasoning
mechanisms and rule-based systems can be also used for this
purpose.
The representation form of the abstraction can vary in different
applications for sensor data. Graphical user interfaces includ-
ing geographical maps can visualize the abstracted data and
allow the end-user to perceive information, events and changes
in the environment quickly and sometimes even without the
need of expert knowledge. Semantic representations of infor-
mation such as those defined in the Semantic Sensor Ontology
[10] can provide interlinked information obtained by the
abstraction process to the user and be used to query the status
of the real world. Transferring the abstractions into a machine
understandable format can also raise the interoperability of
data.
B. Motivation for Information Abstraction
There is a huge demand for new data processing techniques
and concepts to cope with the issues of the big data problem.
We endorse that information abstraction can be used as a
mean to reduce the deluge of data. Focusing on the abstracted
information rather than the numerical data, can bring two main
advantages: network traffic reduction and the enhancement of
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Fig. 1: Common Information Abstraction processes
comprehensiveness for the end-user. Instead of transmitting the
raw data to the user, abstracted data is less granular but focus
on the information which is useful for the user. Compared to
lossless compression techniques, abstraction does not focus
on reconstructing the initial data but allows extracting the
information that is interesting for the user. Data abstraction can
be used as a fundamental base for existing approaches such
as outlier detection, activity recognition and other emerging
areas in the domain of sensor networks.
Information Abstraction exploits several techniques and meth-
ods from different research areas to provide comprehensible
information from a large amount of raw data to the user that
are introduced in the following.
III. CREATING ABSTRACTIONS
In the following, we introduce a general workflow that has
been defined by examining several different approaches for
information abstraction in the domain of sensor data (details
in Section IV). The approaches that have been examined either
follow the workflow as shown in Figure 1 or implement
certain parts of it. Therefore we extracted the following main
steps that serve as a common ground for the workflow: Pre-
processing to bring the data into shape for further process-
ing, dimensionality reduction to either aggregate the data or
reduce its feature vectors, feature extraction to find lower-
level abstractions in local sensor data as defined in Section
II, Abstraction from lower-level abstractions to higher-level
abstractions and finally representation to make the abstracted
data available for the end-user and/or machines that can
interpret the abstracted data. We introduce the different steps
and key techniques used in this domain. All methods that are
demonstrated use a synthesized test data set. The synthesized
data set consists of 2048 samples. The first 1024 samples are
Gaussian random numbers between 0.0 and 100.0, the next
512 samples represent Gaussian random numbers between 0
and 300 and the last 512 random numbers are in between 0
and 100. This has been chosen to model some kind of activity
in between two periods of no activity and also to represent
dynamicity in the data. The dataset has been constructed in this
way to help increasing the comprehensiveness of the presented
methods and techniques and the dataset does not aim to be a
general representative for IoT data. In fact the very nature of
IoT prohibits finding such a representative dataset that can
cover various types and features all in a limited dataset. To
showcase the applicability to the real world, the data used in
the use-case scenarios in section V have been collected from
actual sensor measurements.
On the Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 the annotation of the axes have
been omitted because the figures showcase how the pattern of
the data becomes more visible after applying the techniques.
Because some of the techniques reduce the dimensionality,
the patterns would be distorted by using the same annotations
without rescaling. On the other hand, rescaling and inserting
the annotations for each of the subfigures would clutter the
overall figure and distract from the main information.
A. Pre-processing
The raw sensory data passes through a pre-processing stage
to prepare the data for further steps. Pre-processing can be
done on the sensor node, to reduce transmission cost and filter
unwanted data. This can include mathematical/statistical meth-
ods to smooth the data by applying moving average windows,
or methods from signal processing such as band-, low-, high
pass filter to focus on certain frequency spectra. Transmission
cost can be reduced by only sending certain information of a
current sampling window to the base station/gateway such as
the minimum and/or maximum values or the mean value of
the current window.
The pre-processing is not only limited to a single sensor node,
certain approaches use in-network processing to aggregate the
data before further processing by finding the minimum, mean
or maximum value in a set of sensor nodes before transmitting
the data to the base station. Apart f local aggregation, in-
network techniques can also be used to improve the accuracy
of the data by calculating correlation with data from neigh-
bouring nodes. The survey of Figo et al. [17] describes pre-
processing techniques in detail. The applied pre-processing
techniques introduced in this section are shown in Figure 2
and described in the following in sections:
1) Signal Pre-Processing
A filter can either be a simple hardware circuit or simple
algorithm that removes unwanted parts of a signal in
frequency domain by cutting the signal after/before a certain
frequency. This leads to the advantages that less data has
to be submitted and further processing steps have a focused
dataset without background noise. However the trade-off for
filtering the data is that outliers or other interesting data can
be missing.
Low/High-Pass Filter: A low/high-pass Filter cuts off the
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Fig. 2: Pre-processing techniques
current signal in frequency domain after/before a certain
threshold: called the cut-off frequency. Arora et al. [4] use
a low-pass filter to smooth the signal to prevent a split
of activities in the later processing. Eriksson et al. [15]
use high-pass filter to remove low-frequency components
in a road-anomaly detection scenario where sensors are
deployed on a car. The filter removes subtle changes in the
acceleration signal and passes only high-frequency signal
that are most probably caused by holes and cracks in the road.
Bandpass Filter: A Bandpass Filter has two cut-off fre-
quencies, the lower and the upper frequencies and will only
pass the signal in between. Stocker et al. [44] use bandpass
filter to pre-process signals from a vibration sensor deployed at
a road pavement to retrieve only data that is created by passing
cars. Wang et al. [48] use bandpass filters for bird observation,
where it is known that the birds produce a sound only in
a certain frequency range. Olfati-Saber [39] introduces an
approach for a distributed filter that includes several high and
low-pass filters deployed over a sensor network to minimise
the overall background noise and increase the accuracy of the
observations by combining data from several sensor nodes.
2) Mathematical/Statistical Pre-Processing
In contrast to signal processing, mathematical pre-
processing techniques do not utilise the signal and frequency
but work on the produced output instead. Data windows are
used to aggregate the data over a time window and transmit it
either directly to the base station (e.g. a gateway) for further
processing or disseminate the aggregated data over the network
for in-networking processing before further processing.
Min, Max: The difference between the minimum and maxi-
mum inside a sample window can be used as a pre-processing
step for further feature detection. Farringdon et al. [16] use
the range of the min/max difference in combination with the
averages to detect the orientation of a sensor badge attached
to a person. Based on the values they detect if the person is
standing, sitting or lying .
Mean, Median: The Mean or Median is usually used to
smooth the data by removing peaks and noise from the
signal. To use the mean or the median on streaming data,
the moving average (median) can be applied by taking only
the last n values into consideration and then subsequently
shifting forward the sliding window. Ghasemzadeh et al. [21]
use the moving average as a pre-processing step in a body
sensor network to detect patterns in the neuromuscular system
based on EEG signals. In their application scenario the moving
average is used to cancel high frequency noise.
Variance, Standard Deviation: Both variance and standard
deviation are used to represent the volatility of the data.
Golding and Lesh [22] calculate the variance and standard
deviation of the raw data to track people with cheap sensor
devices.
Correlation, Integration: Especially with multi dimensional
data from accelerometers, correlation and integration are used
to get velocity and and position. By calculating the derivation
of the speed, the distance can be approximated.
B. Dimensionality Reduction
To cope with the large amount of data that has to be
processed and stored, dimensionality reduction techniques can
be applied to reduce the size and length of the data by applying
different methods on the data while keeping the key features
and patterns.
The goal of dimensionality reduction is to reduce the length of
an input Vector Xn with length n to a reduced vector of size M
where M << n. Different methods have been introduced that
either aggregate the data or filter certain samples of the original
data to reduce the length of the initial data. This section gives
an overview of some of the frequently used techniques.
Discrete Fourier Transformation: The Discrete Fast Fourier
Transformation (DFT) transforms a signal from the time
domain to a frequency domain. The signal is aligned along
the frequency axis, resulting in an output vector of frequencies
ranging from low-frequency to high-frequency coefficients. To
reduce the dimensionality of the original time-series data, the
data is transformed via DFT into the Fourier coefficients. Then
only the first few coefficients are used to represent the original
sequence. The shortened transformed vector is subsequently
used in the inverse DFT to reconstruct the original data.
The formula for transformation and inverse transformation
(=reconstruction) are shown in Equation 1. In Figure 3 the
original data and the transformed data with only n coefficients
is depicted. The value n also represents the length of the
output, the smaller the reduced vector, the lesser its resolution.
Xk =
N−1∑
n=0
xn · e−i 2pi k n / N
xn =
1
N
N−1∑
k=0
Xke
i 2pi k n / N (1)
Wavelet Transformation: In comparison to the Fourier trans-
formation that loses the time information of the data and
transforms the data globally, discrete wavelet transformation
(DWT) preserves the time dimension and transforms the data
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Fig. 3: Original Data, and reconstructed Fourier transformation
with less coefficients
locally which leads to a faster calculation. The Haar wavelet
transformation originated in 1910 by Alfred Haar [24] is
still frequently used in the domain of time-series analysis
[45]. The transformation takes a one-dimensional input vector
XS = [s1, s2, .., sn] of length n and transforms it into two
sets: a set of averages referred to as the smoothed values and
the differences referred to as wavelet coefficients. Similar to
the Fourier Transformation, the wavelet transformation works
with input vectors with a length of a number in the power of
two (2, 4, 8, 16 ...). The transformation is a recursive algorithm
that in each step i calculates the average of the input for any
2 values and the difference between the values to the average
by the formula in Equation 2.
coefficienti =
si − si + 1
2
smoothi =
si + si + 1
2
(2)
i = 2k + 1,where k is an integer
The following example demonstrates how the algorithm works:
Let us assume that the input vector for the transformation
is: X8 = [2, 2, 3, 1, 5, 9, 1, 3]. During the first Recursion step,
averages and differences for X8 are generated. Afterwards,
the averages serve as input for the next recursion step. The
Differences are stored separately and kept in a different
vector. The result after step one is: smooth = [2, 2, 7, 2]
and coefficient = [0, 1, 3, 1] The differences are attached
to the previous differences, after the second recursion step the
result is: smooth = [2, 4.5] coefficient = [0, 2.5, [0, 1, 3, 1]]
The recursion ends when only a single averaged value re-
mains leading to the result: smooth = 3.25 coefficient =
[1.25, [0, 2.5, [0, 1, 3, 1]]] In Figure 4 the process is visualised
by applying the DWT over the sample data set. On the top
left the original data is shown.
Piecewise Aggregation Approximation: The Piecewise Ag-
gregation Approximation (PAA) [33] transformation is similar
to the DWT smooth coefficient. However, PAA takes an output
Original Data
Smoothed Data after 1st Step
2nd Step
3rd Step
4th Step
5th Step
6th Step
7th Step
Fig. 4: Data transformed via DWT at different iteration Steps
Original Data
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n=256
n=128
n=64
n=32
n=16
n=8
Fig. 5: Original Data and PAA transformation with different
window lengths
window length as a parameter to calculate the averages of the
original data. The computation of the PAA involves the process
of reducing the dimensionality of a time-series by averaging
the data; this is shown in the following: PAA transforms
a time-series vector X of length n into a reduced vector
X¯ = [x¯1, x¯2, ..., x¯m] with length m. Each element x¯i is
calculated with the formula shown in equation 1. Figure 5
visualises the process of applying PAA on the sample data
set.
x¯i =
m
n
(n/m)i∑
j=n/m(i−1)+1
xj (3)
By applying the process to the series X =
[4, 8, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 10, 5] with length n = 12 and
an aimed reduced vector X¯ of length m = 6 we get the result
X¯ = [6, 2.5, 1, 1, 1, 7.5].
Variable PAA: PAA has the drawback that it works with a
fixed window length. In times of low data activity, the same
event is aggregated over and over. In contrast if there is a
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Fig. 6: Variable PAA and the adapted window sizes
lot of activity, aggregation can lead to information loss. As
an extension we introduced an adaptive PAA approach in
[20] that adapts the length according to the data activity for
ultimately less data communication and better reconstruction
of the original data. To select the different levels of granularity
a method has to be introduced that based on the data activity
chooses the right length m of the reduced data. The variability
measure defines how far values are spread out. This can
be used to create a higher granularity in values that are
more distant to the mean of the data. The variable PAA
approach assumes that the values away from the mean are
more interesting and those values should be represented with
a higher granularity then data that is close to the mean. To
select m, we introduce functions for each statistical method
that lead to a higher granularity based on the distribution of
the data. In the case that the variance is in the first quartile
of the distribution a smaller m is selected. If the variance is
within the range of the second quartile, then a medium m is
selected. In Figure 6 the variable PAA is applied to data. In
times of more activity in the data, a higher window resolution
is chosen.
Symbolic Aggregate Approximation: The Symbolic
Aggregate Approximation (SAX) [34] transforms a time-
series into a discretised series of letters referred to as a
word. SAX transforms the data into a reduced set by initially
applying PAA first. Afterwards, the data gets discretised
into letters by applying breakpoints according to a Gaussian
distribution to the PAA output vector. The breakpoints β
are generated according to an alphabet size a, which later
represents letters from an alphabet. The PAA transformed
vector is then discretised so that each point is between the
interval [βi−1, βi] with β0 = − inf and βinf = inf . Figure
7 shows a data series and the reconstructed time-series after
the SAX transformation with different alphabet sizes a.
C. Feature Extraction, Abstraction/Inference
After pre-processing of the raw data and the dimensionality
reduction, features (e.g. interesting events) have to be ex-
Original Data
a= 4
a= 5
a= 6
a= 7
a= 8
a= 9
Fig. 7: Original Data and reconstructed SAX transformations
with different alphabet sizes
tracted. Feature extraction describes the process of extracting
representative features from the sensor data [25]. Feature
extraction is an ambiguous terminology and used sometimes
synonymously with dimensionality reduction, cluster analysis
and feature selection. Originally based in the domain of
pattern-recognition in images, feature extraction reduces the
image to certain regions or characteristics to lower the amount
of data that has to be processed to find similar images or
differences between similar images.
In time-series data, feature extraction can be used to detect
outliers by finding a reduced feature set that separates between
regular values and outliers. A more detailed evaluation can be
found in [30].
Abstraction and inference describe methods which use the
extracted features to gain more information about the data and
infer knowledge from that. In this work we group the two steps
of extraction and inference from features into one, a process
that abstracts from the pre-processed data to information that
is machine and/or human interpretable. In the following some
abstraction methods from the pre-processed/dimensionality
reduced data are presented that are commonly found in the
literature.
Clustering: Clustering algorithms group samples with similar
or close attributes into the same group. Similarity measures
can be defined beforehand, for example as the Euclidean
distance. In time-series analysis the similarity can be computed
by comparing the observed values but also by comparing
metainformation such as observation time or observation type.
A common technique to cluster data is the k-means algorithm
[27] that calculates the similarity based on the euclidean
distance between data samples. k-means requires the expected
number of groups k as an initial parameter. The first step
usually chooses centroids randomly from the samples. After-
wards the distance to the centroids of the other samples is
calculated and based on the distance grouped to the closest
centroid. In a recursive process, the average of each cluster is
calculated and if required shifted until the centroids converge
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Fig. 8: k-means with k = 2 applied to the data; different
colours state different cluster types
to a certain point. Variations of that algorithm include non-
random centroid starting points (Global k-means) or using
the median or the medoids to shift the centroid (k-median,
k-medoid). In Figure 8, k-means clustering is applied to the
data with k = 2. The algorithm is applied on the data values,
and it can be seen by the color coding that two groups
of ”lower” values and ”higher” values are grouped together.
Typical applications are the detection of outliers or grouping
the data into non-temporal related groups.
Markov Chains: The frequency of samples or groups and
their temporal occurrence can be used to construct Markov
chains that represent the likelihood of temporal relations. The
model is able to represent relations between values through
temporal properties such as ”Occurs After” and ”Occurs
Before”. To visualize a simple Markov chain, we use the fol-
lowing measurements [1, 1, 1, 2, 100, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3]. It can easily
be seen that the value 100 is an outlier and its likelihood to
appear in a sensor stream is low. Also it can be seen that the
chain terminates with the value 3 and therefore there is only
a leading edge to itself with the probability 1. A graphical
representation of the chain with the samples as vertexes and
the probabilities as directed edges is shown in Figure 9.
Hidden Markov Model: Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
add the temporal dimension into account and can be used
for classification purposes similar to the clustering approach
above. However, instead of looking solely at the attributes
of the data also their temporal occurrence is considered. A
HMM consists of several hidden states. The hidden states
are formed by several input factors (emissions), where each
emission leads to a state with a certain probability. In Figure
10, a hmm classification is applied to the same data as used
in the k-means example. As a starting parameter we set the
number of hidden states to 3. Based on their values and their
temporal occurrence the data is coloured according to its state.
This leads to 3 different groups: two ”lower” value groups in
different time epochs and one ”higher” value group. To stress
the difference on temporal clustering between the HMM and
k-means approach we compare both in Figure 11. In the top
1 0.66
2 0.33
3 1.0 100
0.33 0.33 1.0
0.33
Fig. 9: Markov chain created by the frequency of the values
in [1, 1, 1, 2, 100, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3]
Fig. 10: HMM with three states applied to the data; different
colours state different cluster types
diagram, the k-means approach with k = 3 is shown, grouping
the data only based on their values into a ”lower”, ”medium”
and ”higher” value group. In the bottom diagram we see the
HMM classifier with 3 states grouping the data into groups
also according to their temporal occurrence.
D. Semantic Reasoning & Representation
Semantic models allow to represent data, its metadata and
the related context information in a linked graph model. For
instance, the groups and events that have been learned through
clustering and classification techniques can be represented.
And also their relation to each other and the raw data can
be modelled. The interlinked representation of events and ob-
servations in a semantic ontology allows to reason from simple
events to more abstracted events e.g from simple tasks such
as walking, or running to complex group activities through
semantic rules. Common semantic representations relay on
graph models where vertexes represent classes or instances of
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Fig. 11: Comparison between HMM with three states and k-means with k = 3, it should be noted that HMM takes the temporal
dimension into account while grouping. Top: HMM with 3 states in temporal sequence: Bottom: Cluster with three groups
classes similar to the object oriented programming paradigm.
Relationships between the concepts, class and instance are
represented by connecting edges. Edges can be uni- or bi-
directional and also allow transitive transition between the
concepts. This transitivity enables to reason over the graph. In
Figure 12 a simple semantic model is shown, where classes
are coloured yellow and instances blue. With the help of query
and reasoning languages it can be deducted that the higher-
level abstraction of the concept ”Storm” has to be created by
lower-level abstractions, in this Figure this is modelled by the
class instances ”Cold” and ”Windy”.
The Data that is represented in a semantic representation
usually follows some schema or meta-models from a certain
domain. A common schema in the domain of sensor networks
is the semantic sensor network ontology [10]. The usage of
domain ontologies increase the interoperability of data from
different sources by applying a common model.
IV. STATE OF THE ART IN INFORMATION ABSTRACTION
In this section current approaches for Information Ab-
straction from sensor data are presented and discussed. This
discussions are divided to technical solutions and research
approaches. Technical solutions are usually software and/or
libraries that can be downloaded and used by the end-user.
We focus our selection of approaches on software that are
mainly used in the scientific community or are developed by
scientific research groups. The technical solutions provide the
methods and techniques that have been introduced and can be
composed for special purposes. The research approaches that
are also presented in this section have the goal to abstract from
raw sensor data to higher-level abstraction.
High-level Abstraction
Low-level Abstraction
Storm
Windy
Cold
instance_of
instance_of
cre
ate
d_
by
crea
ted_
by
instance_of
Fig. 12: A simple linked graph containing classes and instances
that are linked together via properties.
A. Technical Solutions
RapidMiner is a software tool that provides methods for
machine-learning, data-mining and statistical analysis. The
tool follows the ETL (extract, transform, load) paradigm
where data importers, operators and visualisation tools are
represented as building blocks that can be stacked together.
RapidMiner was developed for easy and rapid prototyping of
data analytic chains. It enables the orchestration of the blocks
using an interactive user interface. Therefore no programming
skills are required to perform mining and processing tasks.
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The free open-source version of RapidMiner is a worksta-
tion application for rapid prototyping, but lacks features for
scalability and real-time stream processing. Some approaches
are introduced [41] to extend RapidMiner to support big data
analytics. Others try to enable real-time streaming support [7];
however the algorithms used in RapidMiner might only be
applicable in batch processing scenarios.
WEKA [26] is a similar toolbox with a strong focus on data
mining tasks that can analyse static data. However, WEKA
misses features for real-time stream handling. The MOA
project [6], an advancement of WEKA for streaming data
is able to handle streaming data including data from social
media. However, MOA follows a centralized approach and
lacks scalability for large-scale applications.
SAMOA [12] is a project that merges streaming data analysis
techniques from MOA with distributed processing engines
such as Apache Storm and Apache S4.
Orange [13] also follows a visual programming approach but
additionally allows programming scripts in Python language.
The focus of the orange toolbox lies more on the data
visualisation rather than large-scale or real-time analytics.
B. Research Approaches
In the following we present research approaches that are
used to transform raw sensor data to higher-level abstractions.
The selection describes the different approaches from different
domains and also discusses a broad application usage of
information abstraction. This includes very domain-specific
approaches as in vehicle detection and classification to very
higher-level architectures.
GeoSensor Data Abstraction for Environmental Moni-
toring Application: Jung and Nittel [32] focus on providing
data abstraction for environmental observation applications.
Monitoring applications usually produce large volumes of
heterogeneous data gathered from sensors distributed over
large spatial areas. The authors state that the query distribution
and processing over raw sensor data is too slow for real-time
applications and therefore abstraction methods are required to
make the data available for interpretation.
The authors introduce ”Slope Grid for Sensor Data Abstrac-
tion (SGSA)” abstraction method using several techniques to
represent the gathered data on a map divided by a grid, where
the grid represents the abstracted data as a slope that contains
further information such as minimum, maximum and direction
of natural phenomena such as wild fire.
Making Sense of Sensor Data Using Ontology: A Dis-
cussion for Road Vehicle Classification: Stocker et al. [44]
detect and classify different types of road vehicles pass-
ing a street using vibration sensors and machine-learning
algorithms. The objectives of the work attempts to acquire
knowledge represented in an ontology by creating abstractions
from the physical sensor layer and the sensor data layer.
At first, the data is pre-processed by applying a bandpass
filter to the raw vibration sensor signal, filtering out the
relevant frequencies triggered by cars passing the road. The
bandpass filter is realised using fast Fourier transformation and
summarising the values of a time window to provide input
for the detection and classification using machine-learning
methods.
Stocker et al. use a Multi Layer Perception (MLP) neural
network classifier to detect and classify the different patterns
gained after the pre-processing step to class vehicles based on
their weight and length into the classes light vehicle and heavy
vehicle. Due to the nature of MLP, a significant amount of
training data is required. Training data has to be also manually
annotated. The authors used the video data from a camera,
mounted near to the vibration sensor to validate and classify
a sample data set that is used as training data.
The outcome of the classification process is then transferred
into an ontology representation. The authors use rule based
inference to map the outcome of the classifier to the ontology.
The ontology consists of concepts such as feature of interest
(vehicle type) and observation result time. For each classified
car, an individual is created in the ontology with the relevant
context information.
Pattern-based event detection in sensor networks: Xue
et al. [51] create abstractions from the raw sensor data using
generic patterns that are utilised to report interesting events.
In contrary to threshold based frameworks where events or
abstractions are generated based on a certain threshold, the
proposed work stores and communicates only the shape of the
signal (data). The patterns capture the semantics of events and
are more reliable than transmitting and processing raw data.
The authors represent many events in real-world applications
such as surveillance and pervasive applications in five basic
patterns: horizon, slope, oscillation, jump and spike pattern,
that depending on the context are sufficient to abstract from
the real world data to represent any occurring event. The pre-
processing phase of the approach can include distributed (over
the underlying sensor network) mathematical computations to
filter out noise before matching the raw data to the basic
patterns by applying average- and/or min/max-computations.
The mapping from raw data to pattern representations use in-
network processes that run on the sensor nodes. To lower the
size that is needed to store and communicate the patterns over
constrained devices such as sensor nodes, the compression
and dimensionality reduction techniques such as piecewise
constant approximation and piecewise linear regression are
used in this work.
An Experiment in Hierarchical Recognition: Gordon et
al. [23] present an experiment to recognize group activities
such as meetings, presentations and coffee breaks. The authors
differentiate their work on different levels of abstractions, from
lower-level abstractions e.g sensor measurements and medium-
level abstractions e.g activities such as walking to higher-level
abstractions such as meeting or coffee break.
Their approach utilises a hierarchical model where sensor
nodes are on the bottom of the hierarchy and more powerful
nodes e.g smart phones are on the top hierarchy levels. The
higher the data is processed through the information hierarchy
more context is considered and higher-level abstractions are
created. On the sensor node level, data pre-processing tech-
niques are applied on smart phones. For this purpose, feature
extraction and classification are used. However, the work does
not present any evaluation which they plan to carry out in
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TABLE I: Overview of the research approaches and their selected methods and algorithms to abstract the data
Approach Scenario Pre-Processing Dimensionality
Reduction
Feature Extraction Abstraction
/ Inference
Representation
GeoSensor Geo-Spatial Data Min-Max X Contour Map X Slope Grid (Graphical)
Road Vehicle Classification Vehicle Detection Bandpass FFT Supervised Learning
(MLP Classification)
Inference SSN
Pattern based event detection Generic Event Detection In-network aggregation PCA Shapes of Patterns X X
Hierarchical Recognition Group Activities Average / Variance X Local classification:
kNN, DT
Global classification X
Octopus Smart Building X X X Solvers Hierarchical Model
Envision Environmental
Decision Support
X X X Semantic Rules Semantic Representation
Information Abstraction Environmental Data Abstraction X SensorSAX k-means Extended PCT X
future research work.
Octopus: Smart Buildings, Sensor Networks and the
Internet of Things Octopus [18] attempts to bridge the
gap between the data level requirements and the Internet
of Things. The authors introduce a system that creates data
abstractions from sensor measurements and links it with
physical objects and phenomena that are represented in a
model. The model is divided into different layers, similar
to the work by Gordon et al. [23]. Higher layers represent
more-abstracted information and include the context of the
physical object. The Octopus platform introduces solvers that
abstract and link from lower layers to higher layers. Solvers
represent the operators that are used on certain sensors to
achieve the information extraction. A sample solver for ”Talk
Attendance” includes models to aggregate the information
from sensors in a meeting room measuring the usage of seats
and also modules to integrate calendar events. The paper
describes a higher-level architecture of the approach, however
does not go into detail how the abstraction is achieved in an
automated manner.
Semantic Event Processing in Envision: The Envision
framework [35] combines semantic models and complex event
processing via rules to infer events in real-time. The approach
introduces event processing services (EPS) that translate the
raw data into semantic events. The semantic ontologies of
Envision represent the instantiated events inferred by the EPS
but also the patterns and rules that led to them. The system
is semi-automatic; rules and patterns have to be designed via
an interface with the Event Pattern Language (EPL). Similar
to the Octopus framework, Envision describes an architectural
view, but does not go into detail of aspects how the system
can be autonomous. Especially in cases where there are large
numbers of different sensors, the manual annotation of event
processing services is not feasible.
Semantic Perception: Converting Sensory Observations
to Abstractions: Henson et al. [29] use abduction reason-
ing to infer abstractions from current sensor observations.
They utilise the parsimonious covering theory (PCT) that is
predominantly used in the medical domain to find the best
explanation of a disease based on a set of observations made
by a physician.
A PCT-based model is represented by a uni-directional graph
that connects diseases with observations that are likely to
lead to the particular disease. Henson et al. introduce an
ontology that is used for reasoning from observations that
are made from particular abstractions. The reasoning process
follows abductive reasoning method, where the abstraction that
has the most measured observations is chosen. The ontology
and the concept of an abductive reasoner are described and
and examples are made. However, the connection between
abstraction and observation is created and maintained in the
system.
Information Abstraction for Heterogeneous Real World In-
ternet Data In our recent work [5] and [19], we extend Henson
et al. work with a method to model the graph in an automated
manner using probabilistic graph modelling techniques and
machine-learning methods. Our proposed method finds the
significant measurement data and autonomously generate a
PCT graph linking observations and abstractions. The ontology
is divided into different levels of abstraction, namely lower-
level and higher-level abstractions. Lower-level abstractions
represent single events measured by a particular sensor, higher-
level abstractions are aggregated inferred abstractions incorpo-
rating several data sources and processing steps based on the
model by [23].
The model uses a clustering algorithm to find similar events
to generate the first unlabelled lower-level abstractions. A
hidden-Markov model is used to include the time dimension
to infer relationships between abstractions over time. A rule-
based engine is used to label the abstractions. The approach
still requires a priori knowledge such as the labelling rules,
however aims to provide autonomous extensions in the future.
C. Discussion
As shown in Table 1, there is currently no approach that
implements the complete proposed workflow for converting
raw data into machine interpretable abstractions. However,
the technical approaches that have been introduced allow
to develop the required algorithms and methods to imple-
ment all required steps. Nevertheless, the current research
approaches only pick certain components to fulfill the goal
in their application domain. This leads to the issue of having
only few domain-independent approaches to process the IoT
[19, 35]. With respect to the Big Data issues and the large
heterogeneous volume of data that has to be processed, the
domain-dependent approaches are not suitable solutions for
the problem. There is a need for approaches that are able
to automatically select algorithms and tune the required pa-
rameters based on the characteristics of the data. It might
be not possible to choose methods that will lead to 100%
certain results; however, a pre-selection of methods that can
be provided to a data analyst to support rectification of the
algorithms which can lead to a semi-automated information
abstraction. There are also issues related to high-performance
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Fig. 13: The workflow of the data abstraction and the selected algorithms for both use cases
computing and efficient processing of very large amounts of
data. In constrained IoT environments, energy efficiency of
data collection, communication and in-networking processing
are also important issues. We have discussed some of these
issues in our previous work reported in [19, 20]. In this paper,
our main focus has been on data analytics for IoT and ex-
tracting meaningful machine/human interpretable knowledge
from the data. In this regard, we define the following three
requirements for developing data analytics tools for processing
IoT data.
• (Automatic or semi-automatic) algorithm selection and
parameter tuning for various application scenarios.
• Decision support for data analysts to cope with the large
volume of size, diversity and velocity of the data.
• User interfaces that allow the examination of several
data streams and the application of various (pre-learned)
methods to cope with the data
In our current research, we have developed a knowledge
acquisition toolkit that aims to fulfill the three mentioned
requirements. The tools integrates the common methods that
are shown in the state-of-the-art section and provide an all-in-
one customisable tool. At the current stage, the tool allows
a selection of several different data sources and applying
various algorithms. Nevertheless, the current version of the
tool does not incorporate automated mechanisms to find the
best methods based on the input data. Focusing on adaptive
methods for data processing is investigated in our ongoing
work and additional features will be included in the next
version of the tool. The next section describes our data
analytics tool and presents a use-case demonstration.
V. USE-CASE SCENARIO
We have chosen two real world data sets, one from a smart
office scenario and the other from the medical domain. The
smart office scenario exhibits the usage of the IoT to get
insights from power consumption patterns of people in the
office that can be leveraged to reduce energy consumption
by turning of computer workstations and lights. The medical
scenario shows how data that is captured by a pacemaker
sensor can be used to help medical advisors to find outliers
and possible distortions of a patient’s heart activity.
To get a better understanding and to motivate analysts to
apply the mentioned algorithms on their data, we intro-
duce the knowledge acquisition toolkit (KAT). KAT pro-
vides algorithms for numerical and textual data analysis
that can help to extract meaningful information and repre-
sent it in a human-readable or machine interpretable format.
More technical details can be found on the official website:
http://kat.ee.surrey.ac.uk.
We apply the introduced algorithms on two data sets from
different domains and explain the selection of the applied
algorithms to give an overview where and how the particular
algorithms can be applied on real world data. In Figure 13 we
show the workflow chain of the algorithms that are going to
be applied on the data.
The first data set is from our own sensor test bed deployed
at the University of Surrey [38]. The data comes from a sensor
node in front of one of the authors desk monitoring the power
consumption of a workstation connected to the power meter.
The raw data set was captured over a month and contains
274960 samples.
The second data set is from the machine-learning data set
repository maintained by the University of California, Irvine
and represents an electrocardiogram (ECG) dataset with 3751
samples, published by Olszewski [40] and found at the UCR
time-series Classification/Clustering page3.
In Figure 14, the file data loading screen of KAT is shown, on
the left window the ECG is presented, on the right the power
consumption data is displayed. The tool supports different
input sources and formats such as CSV, EXCEL, SQL, CKAN
API [49]. In the case that several categories inside a data
source are available, the user can select the categories on
which the algorithms should be applied on. Our aim in this
example use-case is to find the outlier in the ECG dataset
happening at around sample 2400-2600 and to cluster the
repetitive ”work day” behaviour in the watts dataset and find
a semantic representation for it.
First we apply pre-processing filters to the data. On the ECG
data, we choose the variance filter to reduce the dataset to
samples with a high volatility in windows. The windows size
can be defined in KAT. On the watts data, we choose to
filter the noise at the bottom of the data, to minimize the
”background power consumption” and focus on power peaks
3http://www.cs.ucr.edu/ eamonn/timeseriesdata
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Fig. 14: ECG data (left) and power consumption data (right) loading screen
Fig. 15: Left: ECG data after applying variance filter. Right: Watts data after applying highpass filter.
(=possible presence in an office) with the help of a high-pass
filter. The processed data can be seen in Figure 15
To eliminate rigorousness and redundancy we reduce the
dimensionality of the data. For both data sets we use the
Piecewise Aggregate Approximation technique (PAA). The
interesting patterns of the data now becomes more visible,
as shown in Figure 16. In the ECG dataset it is noticeable
that there is a peak that stands out from the others. In the
watts dataset it can be seen that there is some regularity
behind the data. The reader can easily infer, that the power
consumption is high during a work day at office hours and low
between the work days (between peaks) and on the weekend
(long gaps). In both cases the amount of data samples has
been reduced significantly, 100 out of 274960 samples for
the watts data and 50 out of 3751 for ECG data. This will
ease the processing of the following processing steps. The
more processing intensive cluster algorithm can now operate
on less data samples to provide the first level of lower-level
abstractions. We run a k-means algorithm on both datasets. On
the ECG dataset we run k-means with k = 3, representing low
activity (called the PR-Interval) in group 0, peaks (called the
QT Interval) in group 1 and outliers in group 2. On the watts
dataset, we use HMM to group it into two temporal groups,
a group representing a work day and a group representing the
weekend(probably no presence in the office). The clustering
of the data is represented in Figure 17. After the clustering
step, we discover temporal relations between the clustered
data. For temporal relation discovery, we use a Markov chain
approach to calculate the probabilities of the occurrences of
the groups. To ease the understanding, we labeled the groups
in KAT. The results are shown in Figure 18. A possible
representation of the abstractions that have been acquired
through the overall process can be seen in Figure 19. KAT
allows to define parameters how granular the data should be
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Fig. 16: Left: ECG data after applying PAA, revealing the outlier and suppressing the background noise. Right: Watts data
after applying PAA, revealing the regular pattern of a workday
Fig. 17: Left: ECG data after applying k-means with k = 3, grouping the data into groups of data with low values(0), high-
values(1) and outliers(2). Right: Watts data after applying HMM with 2 states, grouping the data into two groups of low power
(0) and high power (1) consumption
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Fig. 18: Left: ECG data after applying PAA, revealing the outlier and suppressing the background noise. Right: Watts data
after applying PAA, revealing the regular pattern of a workday
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Fig. 19: Linked representation of the information acquired
through the abstraction process
presented. For instance, it would also be possible to include
the raw data coming from the sensors that lead to the lower-
level abstractions, but for presentation reasons we only include
the information from the lower-level abstractons and onwards.
Despite the information that has been acquired it would also be
possible to include the provenance information e.g parameters
and operators that led to the different abstractions. An ongoing
research project that captures the provenance parameters is the
PROV-O ontology4 and will be included in future work.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present a survey of techniques and methods
to process and transform raw sensor data into higher-level
abstractions that are human and/or machine-understandable.
We explain a workflow for information abstraction and de-
scribe approaches that can be applied during different stages
of the proposed workflow. The paper introduces different
techniques from signal processing, machine-learning and the
semantic web that can be utilised for sensor data processing.
Then we describe existing software tools that can be used
to implement the processes and examine current research
work from different domains that can be used for information
abstraction in the IoT domain. We discuss the current Big
IoT Data challenges and describe requirements such as high
scalability and real-time processing of the data. We highlight
existing research approaches and examine their advantages
and shortcomings. We have presented an integrated IoT data
analytics tool called Knowledge Acquisition Toolkit (KAT).
KAT can be used to import sensor data from various sources
and enables processing the raw sensor data and creating
abstractions using the common data analysis methods that
are discussed in the state-of-the-art. Our future research will
focus on extending KAT with analysis methods to work with
high performance computing and Big Data analytics tools
such as Hadoop. Besides the size and scalability extensions,
extensions on dynamicity handling and automated selection
will enhance the large-scale data analysis in this domain. We
are also currently developing data processing and abstraction
techniques that are adaptive to changes in the input data and
4http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
have the capacity of handling multi-modal data without the
need of domain knowledge. These will also be integrated
into KAT once the new adaptive methods have been finalised,
presented and peer reviewed.
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